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Abstract
A polar decomposition of mutual information between a complex-valued channel’s input and output
is proposed for a input whose amplitude and phase are independent of each other. The mutual information
is symmetrically decomposed into three terms: an amplitude term, a phase term, and a cross term,
whereby the cross term is negligible at high signal-to-noise ratio. Theoretical bounds of the amplitude
and phase terms are derived for additive white Gaussian noise channels with Gaussian inputs. This
decomposition is then applied to the recently proposed amplitude phase shift keying with product
constellation (product-APSK) inputs. It shows from an information theoretical perspective that coded
modulation schemes using product-APSK are able to outperform those using conventional quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM), meanwhile maintain a low complexity.
Index Terms
Mutual Information, Polar Decomposition, Product APSK, Coded Modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a complex-valued channel, the channel input and output are usually complex-valued
signals. Traditionally, the input signal X is decomposed into its real and imaginary parts
X = XI + jXQ,
where j =
√−1, and XI and XQ denote the real and imaginary parts, also known as the in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) parts, respectively. The output signal Y is decomposed as
Y = YI + jYQ,
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2where YI and YQ denote the real and imaginary parts of Y . Thereafter, the mutual information
between X and Y could be decomposed as
I(X ; Y ) = I(XI ; YI) + I(XQ; YQ|XI , YI) + I(XI ; YQ|YI) + I(XQ; YI |XI) (1)
based on the chain rule of mutual information [1, Theorem 2.5.2, Page 24].
Such decomposition (1) can be simplified as
I(X ; Y ) = I(XI ; YI) + I(XQ; YQ) (2)
when the following two conditions are satisfied.
1) XI and XQ are independent of each other, and
2) the distortions introduced by the channel affect the real and imaginary parts independently.
For example, for a rectangular quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) input over additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, the channel can be decomposed into two sub-channels,
namely, the real and imaginary sub-channels, or say, the I and Q sub-channels [2, Page 278].
However, if either of the above two conditions is invalid, the simplified decomposition (2) no
longer holds. For instance, when a high-order (higher than 4) phase shift keying (PSK) input
signal is used, or the channel distortions are I-and-Q dependent, e.g., for systems clipping the
amplitude caused by non-linear amplifiers, or systems that introduce phase noises.
Most recently, Goebel et. al proposed a decomposition of mutual information based on the
polar coordinate system, wherein the general case with an arbitrary input is considered, and the
mutual information is decomposed into four terms: an amplitude term, a phase term, and two
cross terms (called mixed terms therein) [3]. Such decomposition is helpful in understanding the
characteristic of channels with phase noise, and as an example, partially coherent detection was
studied therein for fiber-optic communications.
In this correspondence, we investigate the decomposition for a special kind of input whose
amplitude and phase are independent of each other, e.g., Gaussian inputs or product amplitude
phase shift keying (product-APSK) inputs [4]. Different from [3], with the property of indepen-
dent amplitude and phase, we symmetrically decompose the mutual information into three terms:
an amplitude term, a phase term, and a cross term. Rather than the approximations in [3], we
derive theoretical bounds of the decomposed terms over AWGN channels for Gaussian inputs.
We apply this decomposition into product-APSK inputs, and establish an information theoretical
foundation to design and analyze product-APSK for coded modulation (CM) schemes. We show
from an information-theoretical perspective that CM schemes using product-APSK are able to
achieve better performance while maintain a low complexity, comparing with CM schemes using
square QAM. Please note that the decomposition in [3, Equ. (3)] is nonsymmetric, and the phase
term therein is still relevant to the amplitude of the input signal.
It is worth emphasizing that conventionally it seems as if square QAM were the best choice for
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3practical systems [5], [6]. Therefore, almost all the current communication systems use square
QAM constellations to achieve high spectrum efficiency when the average transmit power is
limited, including the long-term evolution (LTE) and its advanced version LTE-A [7], terrestrial
digital video broadcasting (DVB-T) and its second generation DVB-T2 [8], wireless local area
network (WLAN) standards and etc. Nevertheless, our recent experiments show that well-
designed product-APSK outperforms square QAM in terms of error performance while maintains
a low complexity [4], [9], [10]. These experiments motivate us to seek for the information
theoretical background for product-APSK. That is why we propose the polar decomposition of
mutual information in this correspondence.
As product-APSK is the motivation of our polar decomposition, we would like to introduce the
road map of its development. APSK is an old modulation technique proposed several decades
ago [11], where the radii are equally spaced to maximize the minimum Euclidean distance.
Afterwards, owing to its low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), APSK has been optimized for
satellite communications, e.g., the 2nd generation digital video broadcasting over satellite (DVB-
S2) [12], [13]. However, these APSK constellations are optimized for transmissions that is peak-
power limited, while most communication systems are average-power limited. In addition, such
optimization is target for independent demapping, i.e. without any feedback from the decoder
to the demapper such as in traditional bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) schemes [14],
whereby QAM with Gray labeling (Gray-QAM) is much better than APSK when average-power
rather than peak-power is limited. Furthermore, since the APSK labeling lacks a nice structure,
the complexity of its demapper is higher than that of the Gray-QAM demapper.
Nevertheless, inspired by [15]–[17] that in comparison with conventional QAM signals, shap-
ing can be achieved using a constellation with non-uniformly spaced signal points, we showed
that well-designed APSK is capable of providing a considerable shaping gain over complex-
valued AWGN channels [9]. A basic explanation why APSK may obtain a shaping gain over
QAM is that only the complex-valued Gaussian distribution achieves the complex-valued AWGN
channel capacity when the average-power is limited. Complex Gaussian distribution is circularly
symmetric, while square QAM is nonsymmetric but fortunately APSK is. Therefore, by properly
assigning the non-uniformly spaced APSK points, the channel output using APSK would exhibit
more complex-Gaussian like behavior than that using QAM.
Furthermore, well-designed Gray-labeled APSK (Gray-APSK) also outperforms Gray-QAM
in both independent and iterative demapping scenarios in the sense of error performance [10].
Iterative demapping refers to that iterations are taken between the demapper and decoder, e.g., in
BICM-ID schemes [18], [19]. The concept of Gray-APSK is extended to product-APSK in [4],
wherein simplified independent demappers are also derived, ensuring that our product-APSK not
only outperforms its QAM counterpart in terms of error performance, but also maintains a low
complexity.
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4As a beneficial application of the proposed polar decomposition of mutual information, this
correspondence establishes an information theoretical foundation for product-APSK design and
analysis. We shall see why product-APSK achieves better performance while maintains a low
complexity from an information-theoretical perspective.
The rest of this correspondence is organized as follows. We propose the polar decomposition
of mutual information in Section II. Section III derives the decomposition for Gaussian inputs,
where theoretical bounds are presented. In Section IV, we apply such decomposition to product-
APSK inputs, which is beneficial for the product-APSK design as well as the construction of
its simplified demapper. Section V provides the numeric results to verify our analysis for both
Gaussian and product-APSK inputs. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
For the sake of clarity, the following notations are employed throughout this correspondence.
Upper-case calligraphic symbols denote sets, e.g., X . Symbols in boldface denote vectors, e.g.,
x. Upper-case symbols denote random variables (R.V.s), e.g., X , while the corresponding lower-
case symbols denote their realizations, e.g., x. PX(x) is used for the probability of a discrete
event of X = x, and pX(x) is used for the probability density function (PDF) of a continuous
R.V. X . PY |X(y|x) represents the conditional probability of Y = y given X = x, and pY |X(y|x)
represents the conditional PDF of Y given X = x. log(·) denotes the natural logarithm operation,
and log2(·) denotes the base 2 logarithm operation. I(X ; Y ) denotes the mutual information
between X and Y , and I(X ; Y |Z) denotes the conditional mutual information between X and
Y given Z. H(X) denotes the entropy of a discrete R.V. X , and H(Y |X) denotes the conditional
entropy of Y given X . h(X) denotes the differential entropy of a continuous R.V. X , and h(Y |X)
denotes the conditional differential entropy of Y given X . E[·] denotes the expectation operation,
and Ex[·] denotes the expectation with respect to x.
II. POLAR DECOMPOSITION OF MUTUAL INFORMATION
Consider a channel with complex-valued input X and output Y , which could be expressed in
a polar-coordinate system that
X = X|| · exp(jX∠), X|| ∈ [0,+∞), X∠ ∈ [−pi, pi), (3)
and
Y = Y|| · exp(jY∠), Y|| ∈ [0,+∞), Y∠ ∈ [−pi, pi), (4)
where X|| and Y|| denote the amplitudes of the X and Y , respectively, and X∠ and Y∠ denote
their corresponding phases. Based on the chain rule of mutual information [1, Theorem 2.5.2,
Page 24], we have
I(X ; Y ) = I(X||, X∠; Y||, Y∠)
= I(X||; Y ) + I(X∠; Y |X||).
(5)
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5We focus on a special input case whose amplitude and phase are independent of each other,
e.g., for standard complex-valued Gaussian inputs [2], or product-APSK inputs 1. When X|| is
independent of X∠, we have h(X∠|X||) = h(X∠) for a continuous X∠, or H(X∠|X||) = H(X∠)
for a discrete X∠. Nonetheless, by assuming X∠ is continuous without loss of generality, we
have
I(X∠; Y |X||) = h(X∠|X||)− h(X∠|X||, Y )
= h(X∠)− h(X∠|Y ) + h(X∠|Y )− h(X∠|X||, Y )
= I(X∠; Y ) + I(X||;X∠|Y ).
(6)
Therefore, by applying (6) to (5) we get the decomposition that
I(X ; Y ) = I(X||; Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Amplitude term
+ I(X∠; Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Phase term
+ I(X||;X∠|Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross term
(7)
when X|| and X∠ are independent of each other. Please note that our decomposition (7) is
different from Goebel’s [3, Equ. (3)] that our phase term I(X∠; Y ) is independent of the
amplitude of the input signal, and thus we have a nice symmetric expression.
The polar mutual information decomposition (7) is helpful in understanding the characteristic
of channels with the input whose amplitude and phase are independent of each other. Tradi-
tionally, for square QAM inputs we decompose the channel into two independent I and Q
sub-channels in order to simplify the detection complexity, when the two conditions shown in
Section I are satisfied. However, product-APSK inputs clearly violate condition 1. Fortunately,
by using our polar decomposition (7), we can approximately decompose the channel C : X 7→ Y
into two sub-channels, i.e. the amplitude sub-channel C|| : X|| 7→ Y , and the phase sub-channel
C∠ : X∠ 7→ Y , since we will illustrate that the cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ) is negligible. This
channel decomposition helps us to simplify the product-APSK demapper in CM schemes.
We now apply the decomposition (7) to the complex-valued AWGN channel
Y = X +W, (8)
where Y denotes the output signal, X denotes the input signal with power constraint that
E[|X|2] = Es, and W denotes the Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of N0 that
W ∼ CN(0, N0). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
SNR = Es/N0. (9)
1The amplitude and phase of a product-APSK input are independent of each other, since we could verify that
PX||,X∠(x||, x∠) = PX||(x||) · PX∠(x∠), see Section IV for detail.
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6III. GAUSSIAN INPUTS
For a complex-valued circularly symmetric Gaussian input that X ∼ CN(0, Es), we derive
the expression for each term in (7). Our expression of the amplitude term is quite similar to that
in [3], except that we derive its lower bound while an approximation was presented in [3].
A. The Amplitude Term
We write the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) as
I(X||; Y ) = I(X||; Y||) + I(X||; Y∠|Y||)
(a)
= I(X||; Y||)
(10)
by using the chain rule of mutual information [1, Theorem 2.5.2, Page 24], wherein (a) follows
from the fact that for a complex-valued Gaussian input X , the output Y is also complex-valued
Gaussian distributed, and therefore the phase Y∠ is uniformly distributed within [−pi, pi) no matter
given the amplitude or not, that is pY∠|Y||(y∠|y||) = pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) = pY∠(y∠) = 1/(2pi) for
y∠ ∈ [−pi, pi) and 0 outside, so that we have I(X||; Y∠|Y||) = h(Y∠|Y||)− h(Y∠|X||, Y||) = 0.
As shown in [3], I(X||; Y||) can be expressed as
I(X||; Y||) = h(Y||)− h(Y|||X||), (11)
where [3]
h(Y||) =
1
2
log2(Es +N0) + (1 + γ/2) log2 e− 1, (12)
and
h(Y|||X||) = −
∫
y||
∫
x||
pX||(x||)pY|||X||(y|||x||) log2 pY|||X||(y|||x||)dx||dy||. (13)
Here in (12), γ ≈ 0.5772 denotes the Euler constant, and the conditional PDF pY|||X||(y|||x||)
follows a Rice distribution that [2, Page 46]
pY|||X||(y|||x||) =
2y||
N0
· exp
(
−x
2
|| + y
2
||
N0
)
· I0
(
2x||y||
N0
)
, (14)
where I0(·) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order zero.
Clearly (13) does not have a closed form expression, and an approximation was derived in [3].
In this correspondence, we determine its lower bound. We commence by determining the bound
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7of the conditional variance of Y|| given X||. We have the first moment of Y|| given X|| = x|| as
E[Y|||X|| = x||] =
∫ ∞
0
y||pY|||X||(y|||x||)dy||
=
√
pi
2
√
N0
exp
(
− x
2
||
2N0
)[
(x2|| +N0)I0
(
x2||
2N0
)
+ x2||I1
(
x2||
2N0
)]
,
(15)
where I1(·) represents the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order one. We have
the second moment of Y|| given X|| = x|| as
E[Y 2|| |X|| = x||] =
∫ ∞
0
y2||pY|||X||(y|||x||)dy||
= N0 + x
2
||.
(16)
Therefore, the variance of Y|| given X|| = x|| can be evaluated as
Var[Y|||X|| = x||] = E[Y 2|| |X|| = x||]− (E[Y|||X|| = x||])2
= N0
(
1 + λ− pi
4
exp(−λ) [(1 + λ)I0(λ/2) + λI1(λ/2)]2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(λ)
, (17)
where λ , x2||/N0. As shown in Appendix A, we have f(λ) < 1/2, and accordingly we have
Var[Y|||X|| = x||] < N0/2. (18)
For a R.V. with a limited variance, the Gaussian distribution maximizes the differential entropy [1,
p.411, Example 12.2.1] that
h(Y|||X|| = x||) < h(N(0, N0/2)) = 1
2
log2(pieN0) (19)
∀x|| ∈ [0,∞). Now, we have
h(Y|||X||) = Ex||h(Y|||X|| = x||) <
1
2
log2(pieN0). (20)
Consequently by applying (20), (12), and (11) into (10), we have the lower bound of I(X||; Y )
that
I(X||; Y ) = I(X||; Y||) >
1
2
log2(1 +
Es
N0
) +
1 + γ
2
log2 e−
log2 pi
2
− 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈−0.69
. (21)
For a very high SNR, since we have λ = x2||/N0 → ∞, and I0(λ/2) ≈ exp(λ/2)/
√
piλ [20,
p.377 9.7.1], it shows that (21) is also a good approximation [3], in other words, the lower bound
(21) is tight at high SNR. In fact, we can also show that as λ →∞, we have f(λ) → 1/2, so
that the variance of Y|| given X|| approaches N0/2, see Appendix A for the proof.
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8B. The Phase Term
The phase term I(X∠; Y ) can be written as
I(X∠; Y ) = I(X∠; Y||) + I(X∠; Y∠|Y||)
(a)
= I(X∠; Y∠|Y||),
(22)
where (a) follows from the fact that the output’s amplitude Y|| is independent of the input’s
phase X∠ so that we have I(X∠; Y||) = 0. It is notable that our phase term is different from
the one in [3], wherein it is conditioned on the amplitude of the input signal. Our conditional
mutual information I(X∠; Y∠|Y||) can be evaluated as
I(X∠; Y∠|Y||) = h(Y∠|Y||)− h(Y∠|X∠, Y||). (23)
As the output signal Y is complex-valued Gaussian distributed that Y ∼ CN(0, Es+N0), the
angle Y∠ is uniformly distributed within [−pi, pi) meanwhile being independent of Y||. Thereby,
we have
h(Y∠|Y||) = h(Y∠) = log2(2pi). (24)
Since h(Y∠|Y||, X∠) is unaffected by the constant phase shift X∠, we assume X∠ = 0 without
loss of generality, and accordingly, we have
pY∠|Y||,X∠(y∠|y||, x∠ = 0)pY|||X∠(y|||x∠ = 0) = pY||,Y∠|X∠(y||, y∠|x∠ = 0)
=
∫ ∞
0
pX||(x||)pY||,Y∠|X||,X∠(y||, y∠|x||, x∠ = 0)dx||
=
∫ ∞
0
2x||
Es
exp
(
−x
2
||
Es
)
· y||
piN0
exp
(
−x
2
|| + y
2
|| − 2x||y|| cos y∠
N0
)
dx||.
(25)
Moreover, since Y|| is independent of X∠, the conditional PDF pY|||X∠(y|||x∠ = 0) = pY||(y||)
also follows a Rayleigh distribution. Therefore, we have
pY∠|Y||,X∠(y∠|y||, x∠ = 0) =
1
2pi
exp
[
− y
2
||
N0(1 + η)
]
+
y|| cos y∠
2
√
piN0(1 + η)
exp
[
− y
2
|| sin
2 y∠
N0(1 + η)
]
·
[
1 + Erf
(
y|| cos y∠√
N0(1 + η)
)]
,
(26)
where η = N0/Es denotes the inverse of the SNR, and the error function Erf(x) is defined as
Erf(x) = 2√
pi
∫ x
0
exp(−t2)dt. (27)
For a high SNR we have y2||/N0 → ∞, η → 0, and y∠ → x∠ = 0, and thereby (26) can be
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9approximated as
pY∠|Y||,X∠(y∠|y||, x∠ = 0) ≈
1√
piN0/y
2
||
exp
(
− y
2
∠
N0/y2||
)
. (28)
Since p(y∠|y||, x∠ = 0) tends to be the PDF of a real-valued Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and variance of N0/(2y2||), we obtain
h(Y∠|X∠, Y|| = y||) = h(Y∠|X∠ = 0, Y|| = y||)
≈ 1
2
log2
(
pie · N0
y2||
)
.
(29)
By taking the expectation with respect to y|| we have
h(Y∠|X∠, Y||) =
∫ ∞
0
pY||(y||)h(Y∠|X∠ = 0, Y|| = y||)dy||
≈
∫ ∞
0
2y||
Es +N0
exp
(
− y
2
||
Es +N0
)
· 1
2
log2
(
pie · N0
y2||
)
dy||
=
1
2
log2
(
N0
Es +N0
)
+
1 + γ
2
log2 e +
1
2
log2 pi.
(30)
Applying (30) and (24) to (23) yields
I(X∠; Y∠|Y||) = h(Y∠|Y||)− h(Y∠|X∠, Y||)
≈ 1
2
log2
(
1 +
Es
N0
)
− 1 + γ
2
log2 e +
1
2
log2 pi + 1.
(31)
Based on the lower bound of I(X||; Y ) shown in (21), the decomposition (7), and the fact
that the channel capacity of an AWGN channel is achieved as I(X ; Y ) = log2(1+Es/N0) with
a Gaussian input, it is clear that (31) is an upper bound of I(X∠; Y∠|Y||)
I(X∠; Y ) = I(X∠; Y∠|Y||) < 1
2
log2
(
1 +
Es
N0
)
−1 + γ
2
log2 e+
1
2
log2 pi + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈0.69
. (32)
This upper bound is also tight at a high SNR shown in (31).
C. The Cross Term
The cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ) = I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠) could be calculated as
I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠) = Ex||,x∠,y||,y∠ log2
[
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠)
pX|||Y||,Y∠(x|||y||, y∠)pX∠|Y||,Y∠(x∠|y||, y∠)
]
. (33)
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We have the PDF pX||,X∠,Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠, y||, y∠) expressed as
pX||,X∠,Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠, y||, y∠) = pX||,X∠(x||, x∠)pY||,Y∠|X||,X∠(y||, y∠|x||, x∠)
=
x||
piEs
exp
(
−x
2
||
Es
)
· y||
piN0
exp
[
−x
2
|| + y
2
|| − 2x||y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)
N0
]
.
(34)
Then, we have the conditional PDF pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠) as
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠) =
Es+N0
piEsN0
x|| exp
[
y2||
Es +N0
− x
2
||
Es
−x
2
|| + y
2
|| − 2x||y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)
N0
]
.
(35)
Now, the conditional PDFs pX|||Y||,Y∠(x|||y||, y∠) and pX∠|Y||,Y∠(x∠|y||, y∠), respectively, can be
obtained as
pX|||Y||,Y∠(x|||y||, y∠) =
∫ pi
−pi
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠)dx∠
=
2x||(1 + η)
N0
exp
[
−(1 + η)
2x2|| + y
2
||
N0(1 + η)
]
I0
(
2x||y||
N0
)
,
(36)
and
pX∠|Y||,Y∠(x∠|y||, y∠) =
∫ ∞
0
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠)dx||
=
1
2pi
exp
(
− y
2
||
N0(1 + η)
)
+
y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)
2
√
piN0(1 + η)
× exp
[
−y
2
|| sin
2(y∠ − x∠)
N0(1 + η)
]
·
[
1 + Erf
(
y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)√
N0(1 + η)
)]
,
(37)
where η = N0/Es denotes the inverse of the SNR. It is interesting that the conditional PDF
pX∠|Y||,Y∠(·|·, ·) shown in (37) is the same as the conditional PDF pY∠|Y||,X∠(·|·, ·) shown in (26),
because the known angle solely affects the centroid.
By applying (35), (36), and (37) to (33), the cross mutual information I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠) can be
obtained accordingly. However, we do not have a closed-form expression for I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠).
In the following, we discuss two limiting cases either for a very low or a very high SNR.
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For a very low SNR that N0 →∞, we have
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠) →
x||
piEs
exp
(
−x
2
||
Es
)
(38)
pX|||Y||,Y∠(x|||y||, y∠) →
2x||
Es
exp
(
−x
2
||
Es
)
(39)
pX∠|Y||,Y∠(x∠|y||, y∠) →
1
2pi
. (40)
Therefore, even given Y|| and Y∠, the amplitude X|| still tends to be Rayleigh distributed, and
the phase X∠ tend to be a uniform distribution, and they both tend to be independent of each
other, thus we have I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠)→ 0 for a very low SNR.
For a very large SNR that N0 → 0, we have x|| → y|| and x∠ → y∠. Thereby, we have
pX||,X∠|Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠|y||, y∠) →
1√
piN0
exp
[
−(x|| − y||)
2
N0
]
1√
piN0/y2||
exp
[
−(x∠ − y∠)
2
N0/y2||
]
,(41)
pX|||Y||,Y∠(x|||y||, y∠) →
1√
piN0
exp
[
−(x|| − y||)
2
N0
]
, (42)
pX∠|Y||,Y∠(x∠|y||, y∠) →
1√
piN0/y2||
exp
[
−(x∠ − y∠)
2
N0/y2||
]
, (43)
for N0 → 0. In this case, it is interesting that both X|| and X∠ tend to be Gaussian distributed
given Y|| = y|| and Y∠ = y∠, i.e., X|| ∼ N(y||, N0/2) and X∠ ∼ N(y∠, N0/(2y2||)). Moreover,
X|| and X∠ also tend to be independent of each other even given Y|| and Y∠, thus we have
I(X||;X∠|Y||, Y∠)→ 0 at a very high SNR.
For these two limiting cases, we can also explain the cross terms physically as follows. For a
very low SNR we have I(X ; Y )→ 0, and therefore the cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ) also tends to 0
because I(X||;X∠|Y ) < I(X ; Y ) according to the decomposition (7). Alternatively, for a very
noisy channel, knowing the output Y provides little information about the input X , so that we
have I(X||;X∠|Y )→ I(X||;X∠) = 0.
For a very high SNR, we have Y → X , and therefore we have I(X||;X∠|Y )→ I(X||;X∠|X) =
0. Furthermore, the lower bound of I(X||; Y ) in (21) and the upper bound of I(X∠; Y ) in (32) are
both tight at a high SNR, and it can be observed that I(X||; Y )+I(X∠; Y )→ log2(1+Es/N0) =
I(X ; Y ). Therefore, it also shows in this way that I(X||;X∠|Y )→ 0 at a very high SNR.
IV. PRODUCT-APSK INPUTS
Having discussed the decomposition for Gaussian inputs, let us investigate the product-APSK
inputs. An (M = 2m∠ × 2m||)-ary product APSK constellation consists of 2m|| rings, wherein
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Fig. 1: Product-APSK constellations, where the radii are determined according to (45).
(a) Product-64APSK, and (b) Product-256APSK.
each ring possesses 2m∠ uniformly distributed points. The product-APSK constellation signal set
X is described by
X = {rq exp(jϕp) : p ∈ {0, · · · , 2m∠ − 1}; q ∈ {0, · · · , 2m|| − 1}}, (44)
where ϕp = pi2m∠ (2p + 1) denotes the p-th phase-shift, and radius of the q-th ring rq is recom-
mended to be [4]
rq =
√
− log [1− (q + 1/2) · 2−m|| ]. (45)
This radius rq is determined by letting the probability that a standard complex-valued Gaussian
R.V. is within the q-th ring equal to the probability that the product-APSK signal is within the
q-th ring, where half the points on the q-th ring of the product-APSK are taken into account
as within the q-th ring. Such radius is quite similar to that for nonuniform PAM design [15],
or ring constellation design [21, Equ. (83)], whereby the ring constellation consists of several
rings each with a uniform phase within [−pi, pi).
For the parameter pair (m||, m∠), we have [10]{
m∠ = m/2 + 1, m|| = m/2− 1, for an even m,
m∠ = (m+ 1)/2, m|| = (m− 1)/2, for an odd m.
(46)
In [10], we determined such pair by maximizing the Harmonic mean of the Euclidean distance.
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Nonetheless, we could also interpret this assignment according to the decomposition of mutual
information in this correspondence. As shown in (21) and (32), we have I(X∠; Y ) ≈ I(X||)+1.38
(in bits/channel use) for Gaussian inputs at a high SNR. To make the product-APSK more like
Gaussian behavior, we shall have m∠ > m|| and the gap between them is around 1.38. However,
since m∠ and m|| are both integers, the choice (46) is reasonable.
It is interesting to note the (2m∠ × 2m||)-APSK constellation signal set X can be regarded as
the product of the 2m∠-PSK set P = {exp(jϕp)} and the pseudo 2m||-PAM set A = {rq}, i.e.
X = P ×A. Additionally, we define the set of the phases as P∠ = {ϕp}.
Furthermore, based on the product-APSK set, we have the product labeling function µ : b 7→
x ∈ X , where b denotes an m-bit vector. The function µ consists of an amplitude-related labeling
µ|| : b|| 7→ x|| ∈ A, and a phase-related labeling µ∠ : b∠ 7→ x∠ ∈ P∠, where b|| denotes an
m||-bit sub-vector of b and b∠ denotes the rest m∠-bit sub-vector, and we have x = x|| exp(jx∠).
According to the above product-APSK constellation labeling, some bits are only relevant to
the amplitude of the input signal, and others are only relevant to the phase. Moreover, our
recent experiments show that the demapper’s complexity could be reduced from the order of
O(2m) to O(2m|| +2m∠) with a negligible performance loss [4]. From an information-theoretical
perspective, this is because the channel is able to be decomposed into an amplitude sub-channel
and a phase sub-channel with a negligible information loss, as detailed below.
We first calculate the mutual information between the product-APSK input and its correspond-
ing output over AWGN channels. The mutual information I(X ; Y ), with the input X taking on
an M-ary constellation X with equal probability, can be evaluated as [22]
I(X ; Y ) = log2M − Ex,y log2
[∑
xˆ∈X pY |X(y|xˆ)
pY |X(y|x)
]
= log2M −
1
M
∑
x∈X
Ew log2
[∑
xˆ∈X
exp
(
−|x− xˆ+ w|
2 − |w|2
N0
)]
,
(47)
where w denotes the realization of the complex-valued Gaussian noise W with zero mean and
variance of N0. The average symbol energy Es of the input signal X constrained by the product-
APSK constellation X is determined as
Es =
1
2m||
2
m||−1∑
q=0
r2q . (48)
It is clear that
PX||,X∠(x||, x∠) = PX||(x||) · PX∠(x∠) =
1
M
δA,P∠(x||, x∠) (49)
for product-APSK inputs, where δA,P∠(x||, x∠) = 1 if x|| ∈ A, x∠ ∈ P∠, and 0 otherwise.
Therefore, the amplitude and phase are independent of each other for product-APSK input, and
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we also have the polar decomposition (7).
A. The Amplitude Term
For an (M = 2m∠ × 2m||)-ary product-APSK input X , the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) can be
evaluated as
I(X||; Y ) = Ex||,y log2
[
pY |X||(y|x||)
pY (y)
]
= m|| + Ex||,y log2


∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ||=x||
pY |X(y|xˆ)
∑
xˆ∈X
pY |X(y|xˆ)


= m|| − 1
M
∑
x∈X
Ew log2


∑
xˆ∈X
exp(−|x− xˆ+ w|2/N0)∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ||=x||
exp(−|x− xˆ+ w|2/N0)

 .
(50)
Furthermore, using the chain rule of mutual information, the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) can be
written as
I(X||; Y ) = I(X||; Y||) + I(X||; Y∠|Y||). (51)
However, unlike the Gaussian input where we have I(X||; Y∠|Y||) = 0 shown in (10), the term
I(X||; Y∠|Y||) usually does not equal to 0 for product-APSK inputs, see Appendix B. Nevertheless,
at a very high SNR that N0 → 0, we have Y → X so that Y|| → X||, and accordingly we have
I(X||; Y∠|Y||)→ 0, and
I(X||; Y ) ≈ I(X||; Y||) ≈ H(X||) = m||. (52)
In addition, when we have plenty of points on each ring of the product-APSK constellation,
we would also have I(X||; Y∠|Y||) → 0, see Appendix B for the proof. Therefore, we have the
approximation I(X||; Y||) ≈ I(X||; Y ), which suggests that when demapping the bits that are only
relevant to the amplitude of the transmitted signal X , we can neglect the phase of the received
signal Y while only use Y|| instead [4].
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B. The Phase Term
Similarly, the phase term I(X∠; Y ) can be calculated as
I(X∠; Y ) = Ex∠,y log2
[
pY |X∠(y|x∠)
pY (y)
]
= m∠ + Ex∠,y log2


∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ∠=x∠
pY |X(y|xˆ)∑
xˆ∈X
pY |X(y|xˆ)


= m∠ − 1
M
∑
x∈X
Ew log2


∑
xˆ∈X
exp(−|x− xˆ+ w|2/N0)∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ∠=x∠
exp(−|x− xˆ+ w|2/N0)

 .
(53)
By using the chain rule of mutual information again, I(X∠; Y ) can be written as
I(X∠; Y ) = I(X∠; Y||) + I(X∠; Y∠|Y||)
(a)
= I(X∠; Y∠|Y||),
(54)
wherein similar to the case of Gaussian inputs, (a) follows from the fact that the output amplitude
Y|| is independent of the input phase X∠. By the way, at a very high SNR, we have Y∠ → X∠
and the following approximation
I(X∠; Y ) = I(X∠; Y∠|Y||) ≈ H(X∠) = m∠. (55)
C. The Cross Term
The cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ) for a product-APSK input can be evaluated as
I(X||;X∠|Y ) = Ey
∑
x∈X
PX|Y (x|y) log2
PX|Y (x|y)∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ||=x||
PX|Y (xˆ|y)
∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ∠=x∠
PX|Y (xˆ|y)
=
1
M
∑
x˜∈X
∑
x∈X
EwPX|Y (x|x˜+ w) log2
PX|Y (x|x˜+ w)∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ||=x||
PX|Y (xˆ|x˜+ w)
∑
xˆ∈X ,xˆ∠=x∠
PX|Y (xˆ|x˜+ w)
,
(56)
where PX|Y (x|x˜+ w) is expressed as
PX|Y (x|x˜+ w) = exp(−|x˜− x+ w|
2/N0)∑
xˆ∈X
exp(−|x˜− xˆ+ w|2/N0)
. (57)
For a very high SNR, we have N0 → 0, w → 0, and accordingly
PX|Y (x|x˜+ w) ≈
{
1 x˜ = x
0 otherwise.
(58)
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Fig. 2: Polar decomposed terms of mutual information as a function of SNR for AWGN channels
with Gaussian inputs. The lower bound of the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) shown in (21) and the
upper bound of the phase term I(X∠; Y ) shown in (32) are also depicted.
Therefore, it is clear that I(X||;X∠|Y ) ≈ 0. In addition, since we have I(X ; Y ) → m∠ +m||,
I(X||; Y ) → m||, I(X∠; Y ) → m∠, and I(X ; Y ) = I(X||; Y ) + I(X∠; Y ) + I(X||;X∠|Y ), we
also have the limit that for a very high SNR
I(X||;X∠|Y )→ 0. (59)
V. NUMERIC RESULTS
A. Results of Gaussian Inputs
We now present the results of the decomposed terms of mutual information. The results for
AWGN channels with Gaussian inputs are shown in Fig. 2, wherein the notation AMI denotes
the average mutual information. The lower bound of the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) in (21) and
the upper bound of the phase term I(X∠; Y ) in (32) are also depicted. It shows that these two
bounds are both tight for a SNR higher than 12 dB. The cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ) reaches its
maximum value of about 0.08 bits/channel use at SNR ≈ 1 dB, and it tends to be zero at a
high SNR. Moreover, the cross term is negligible compared to the amplitude or the phase term,
which indicates that the AWGN channel can be decomposed into an amplitude sub-channel and
a phase sub-channel with a negligible information loss for Gaussian inputs. For example, the
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Fig. 3: Polar decomposed terms of mutual information as a function of SNR for AWGN channels
with 64APSK inputs depicted in Fig. 1(a), the AMI associated with 64QAM inputs is also
depicted for reference to illustrate the shaping gain obtained by product-APSK.
gap between I(X ; Y ) and I(X||; Y ) + I(X∠; Y ), that is, the cross term I(X||;X∠|Y ), is less
than 0.04 bits/channel use at a SNR over 12 dB, and less than 0.02 bits/channel use at a SNR
over 15 dB. In other words, for mutual information higher than 4 bits/channel use, the loss is
less than 0.1 dB. For a clearer observation of the cross term, please refer to Fig. 4.
B. Results of Product-APSK Inputs
We take (16×4 = 64)-APSK as an example. The constellation is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), with
the radii given by (45). The decomposition results are presented in Fig. 3. These results are quite
similar to the Gaussian-input case except that the amplitude term I(X||; Y ) is upper-bounded
by m||, and the phase term I(X∠; Y ) is upper-bounded by m∠, at high SNRs. The cross term
I(X||;X∠|Y ) is negligible. For instance, for coding rates higher than 1/2, namely, for the mutual
information is higher than 3 bits/channel use for 64APSK inputs, such loss is about 0.1 dB. In
addition, the AMI I(X ; Y ) associated with 64QAM input is also depicted for reference. Fig. 3
clearly shows that even when decomposition is used, product-64APSK still outperforms 64QAM
at code rates of usual interests such as 1/2 or 2/3. For example, about 0.6 dB shaping gain can
be obtained at the code rate of 2/3.
We collect the results of the cross term associated with three input cases together in Fig. 4,
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Fig. 4: The cross term of decompositions as a function of SNR for AWGN channels with
Gaussian inputs, and the product-APSK inputs depicted in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).
including Gaussian, 64APSK and 256APSK. It is interesting that all of they reach their maximum
value at the SNR ≈ 1 dB. Moreover, it shows that the cross term increases with the constellation
order, and intuitively, the curve associated with Gaussian inputs may be the limit for product-
APSK inputs when the constellation order goes to infinity.
Although we only examined two kinds of inputs, namely, the Gaussian input and the product-
APSK input. This decomposition is applicable to other inputs with independent amplitude and
phase, such as PSK and phase-modulated [3, Sec.III(b)] which is named as ring constellation
in [21]. Indeed, PSK can be regarded as a degradation of APSK that consists of a single ring,
while the ring constellation is a limiting case of APSK that possesses infinite points on each
ring. Therefore, our decomposition is also applicable to these inputs as a simple extension.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel polar decomposition of mutual information for complex-valued
channels with an input whose amplitude and phase are independent of each other. Using this
decomposition, the mutual information between the channel’s input and output is symmetrically
decomposed into three terms: an amplitude term, a phase term, and a cross term, where the cross
term is negligible, based on which the channel can be approximately decomposed into two sub-
channels associated with amplitude and phase, respectively. This decomposition is then performed
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for AWGN channels with Gaussian and product-APSK inputs. For Gaussian inputs, theoretical
bounds are derived. For product-APSK inputs, the decomposition is helpful to facilitate the
design of product-APSK, and directly leads to a simplified demapper. This establishes a solid
information theoretical foundation for coded modulation schemes using product-APSK, that
is, better performance can be achieved by product-APSK over QAM while the complexity is
maintained low.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of f(λ) < 1/2
We have the definition of f(λ) as
f(λ) = 1 + λ− pi
4
exp(−λ)[(1 + λ)I0(λ/2) + λI1(λ/2)]2
= 1 + λ− pi
4
[L1/2(−λ)]2,
(60)
where L1/2(x) = exp(x/2)[(1−x)I0(−x/2)−xI1(−x/2)] denotes the Laguerre polynomial with
the order of 1/2. We have [20, 9.6.10, Page 375]
Iv(x) =
∞∑
k=0
(x/2)2k+v
k!Γ(v + k + 1)
, (61)
where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function and Γ(n+ 1) = n! for a positive integer n. Therefore,
for a positive x, we have
I0(x) =
∞∑
k=0
(x/2)2k
(k!)2
> 1 +
x2
4
(62)
and
I1(x) =
∞∑
k=0
(x/2)2k+1
k!(k + 1)!
>
x
2
. (63)
Thereby, we consequently have
L1/2(−λ) > exp(−λ/2)
(
1 + λ+
5
16
λ2
)
, (64)
and
f(λ) < 1 + λ− pi
4
exp(−λ)
(
1 + λ+
5
16
λ2
)2
. (65)
It is easy to verify that the right side of (65) is an monotone increasing function with λ. Therefore,
for λ ∈ [0, 1], we have
f(λ) ≤ f(1) = 2− 1369pi
1024e
≈ 0.455 < 1/2, ∀λ ∈ [0, 1]. (66)
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For λ > 1, we have the series associated with the modified Bessel function of the first kind
with order v as [20, 9.7.1, Page 377]
Iv(x) ∼ e
x
√
2pix
[
1− u− 1
8x
+
(u− 1)(u− 9)
2!(8x)2
− (u− 1)(u− 9)(u− 25)
3!(8x)3
+ · · ·
]
, (67)
for a large x where u = 4v2. Therefore, we have
I0(λ/2) ∼ e
λ/2
√
piλ
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
∏n
k=1(2k − 1)2
n!4n
(
1
λ
)n]
=
eλ/2√
piλ
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
Γ2(n+ 1/2)
pin!
(
1
λ
)n]
,
(68)
and
I1(λ/2) ∼ e
λ/2
√
piλ
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n∏nk=1[4− (2k − 1)2]
n!4n
(
1
λ
)n]
=
eλ/2√
piλ
[
1−
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n+ 3/2)Γ(n− 1/2)
pin!
(
1
λ
)n]
.
(69)
Thereby, we have
L1/2(−λ) ∼ 1√
piλ
[
2λ+
1
2
+
∞∑
n=1
(
(1 + n)Γ2(n+ 1
2
) + Γ2(n+ 3
2
)− Γ(n + 1
2
)Γ(n+ 5
2
)
pi(n+ 1)!
)(
1
λ
)n]
=
1√
piλ
[
2λ+
1
2
+
∞∑
n=1
(
Γ2(n + 1
2
)
2pi(n+ 1)!
)(
1
λ
)n]
>
1√
pi
(
2
√
λ+
1
2
√
λ
)
.
(70)
In the above proof, we have used the Gamma function that
Γ(n+ 1/2) =
∏n
k=1(2k − 1)
2n
Γ(1/2) (71)
and Γ(1/2) =
√
pi. Now we may write that for λ > 1, we have
f(λ) < 1 + λ− pi
4
· 1
pi
(
2
√
λ+
1
2
√
λ
)2
< 1/2, ∀λ ∈ (1,∞). (72)
Based on (66) and (72), we may have f(λ) < 1/2, ∀λ ≥ 0. For an intuitive imagination of
the above proof, we provide the numeric results of L1/2(−λ) and its approximations (64) and
(70) in Fig. 5. In addition, f(λ) as a function of λ is plotted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5: The generalized Laguerre polynomial of the order 1/2 and its approximations.
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Fig. 6: Numeric results of f(λ) as a function of λ.
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B. Proof of I(X||; Y∠|Y||) 6= 0 for product-APSK inputs
To show I(X||; Y∠|Y||) 6= 0, it is equivalent to show that pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) 6= pY∠|Y||(y∠|y||).
It is also equivalent that pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) is relevant to x||. In fact, we have
pX||,X∠,Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠, y||, y∠) = PX||,X∠(x||, x∠)pY||,Y∠|X||,X∠(y||, y∠|x||, x∠)
= PX||,X∠(x||, x∠) ·
y||
piN0
exp
[
−x
2
|| + y
2
|| − 2x||y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)
N0
]
.
(73)
The summation of pX||,X∠,Y||,Y∠(x||, x∠, y||, y∠) with respect to x∠ yields
pX||,Y||,Y∠(x||, y||, y∠) =
1
M
∑
x∠
y||
piN0
exp
[
−x
2
|| + y
2
|| − 2x||y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)
N0
]
δA(x||), (74)
where δA(x||) = 1 if x|| ∈ A, and 0 otherwise. A denotes the set of the amplitudes of our product-
APSK defined in Section IV. Furthermore, by integrating pX||,Y||,Y∠(x||, y||, y∠) with respect to
y∠ yields
pX||,Y||(x||, y||) =
1
2m||
2y||
N0
exp
(
−x
2
|| + y
2
||
N0
)
I0
(
2x||y||
N0
)
δA(x||). (75)
Now we have
pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) =
pY∠,X||,Y||(y∠, x||, y||)
pX||,Y||(x||, y||)
=
1
2m∠
∑
x∠
1
2pi
exp
[
2x||y|| cos(y∠ − x∠)/N0
]
I0(2x||y||/N0)
δA(x||).
(76)
It is clear that pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) is relevant to x|| based on (76), and thereby usually we have
I(X||; Y∠|Y||) 6= 0 for a product-APSK input.
However, at a very high SNR with N0 → 0, we y∠ → x∠, y|| → x||, and by using the
approximation that I0(z) ≈ exp(z)/
√
2piz, (76) can be approximated as
pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) ≈
1
2m∠
∑
x∠
1√
piN0/x2||
exp
[
−(y∠ − x∠)
2
N0/x2||
]
δA(x||), (77)
That is, the PDF of Y∠ given X|| = x|| ∈ A and Y|| is a uniformly weighted combination of a
serial Gaussian distribution with the mean of y∠ ∈ P∠ (defined in Section IV), and the variance of
N0/(2x
2
||). Furthermore, since y|| → x|| at a very high SNR, we also have pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) ≈
pY∠|Y||(y∠|y||) ≈ pY∠|X||(y∠|x||). Therefore, we have I(X||;X∠|Y )→ 0.
In addition, when we have lots of points on each ring that m∠ →∞, (76) could be simplified
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as
pY∠|X||,Y||(y∠|x||, y||) =
1
2pi
· δA(x||)
2piI0(2x||y||/N0)
∑
x∠
2pi
2m∠
exp[2x||y|| cos(x∠ − y∠)/N0]
=
1
2pi
· δA(x||)
2piI0(2x||y||/N0)
∫ pi
−pi
exp[2x||y|| cos(x∠ − y∠)/N0]dx∠
=
1
2pi
δA(x||).
(78)
Thereby, the phase of the output signal would be uniformly distributed within [−pi, pi), mean-
while being independent of its magnitude, for product-APSK inputs when the number of points
on each ring tends to infinity (typically, when the constellation order tends to infinity). Intuitively,
(78) is reasonable, because when the number of points on each ring tends to infinity, the phase
of input signal would also tends to be uniformly distributed within [−pi, pi). In this case, we
would have I(X||; Y∠|Y||)→ 0 which is quite similar to the Gaussian inputs.
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